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EQUILIBRIUM MOISTURE AND DRYING 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEXTILE FIBERS 
SUMMARY 
This study was undertaken to obtain data that would permit the 
proper choice or design of a dryer for ramie fiber, 
Equilibrium moisture data was obtained for decorticated ramie, 
deguramed ramie, degummed opened ramie, and raw cotton at 200° F., 
170° F., and lhO° F. as a function of the relative humidity. Rate of 
drying studies were made on decorticated and degummed ramie fibers at 
170° F. and 11̂ 0° F.J runs were made at tf%, 5h%, and 1$% relative 
humidity at each temperature and at 5>00 ft./min., 3£0 ft./min,, and 
230 ft,/min. air velocities at each humidity. The results are 
summarized and presented in graphical form in Figures 1-19. 
INTRODUCTION 
Ramie is a bast fiber produced in the bark of the stalk of the 
Boehmeria tenacisscina; China grass is from the Boehmeria nivea, but 
the distinction between the two has never been regarded in the 
economic literature (1). Ramie is commonly used to designate all 
" Boehmeria11 fiber; and China grass is a synonym or the trade name of 
the Chinese fiber as imported. 
The plant is found in India, China, Haiti, Japan, Southern 
Europe, and the southern part of the United States. The plants grow 
five to eight feet high and are cut when mature (2). The stalk is 
usually decorticated while green. This process has been one of the 
major obstacles in the successful treatment of the fiber. In the 
Orient the decortication is carried out by hand, but the limited 
productivity of this method restricts it to area where labor is both 
cheap and plentiful. Experimenters in the United States have recently 
developed a machine which is reported to perform the operation 
satisfactorily (3). 
The presence of chemical gums causes the decorticated fiber to 
become stiff when dry. These gums, which are principally cutose, 
vasculose, and pectose, must be completely removed before the fiber 
can be used as a textile. The first two can be dissolved with 
soap and caustic alkalies under pressure, after which the pectose can 
be removed by washing (2). 
The literature reveals no data that will permit design calcula-
tions of dryers for ramie fibers. The need for such data is becoming 
of increasing importance as a result of the success obtained by 
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research in other phases of the process* 
It is the purpose of this study to obtain data that will be 
useful in the selection and design of drying equipment• 
OBJECT 
One part of this investigation was to determine the equilibrium 
moisture content of decorticated ramie, degummed ramie, deguramed opened 
ramie, and cotton fibers. This equilibrium moisture content was 
determined at 11*0° F., 170° F., and 200° F. as a function of the 
percent relative humidity of the enclosing atmosphere. 
The other part of this study was to determine the drying 
characteristics of the decorticated and degummed ramie. These 
characteristics were determined at lii0° F. and 170° F. The study was 
made for 35%> $h% and 75% relative humidities at each temperature and 
three air velocities (230 ft./min., 350 ft./min., and 5>00 ft./min.) 
at each humidity. 
s 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
The basic piece of experimental equipment was a "Proctor" 
laboratory dryer. This dryer is of a compartment-tray design heated by 
a Trane steam heater. The necessary humidification is supplied by an 
open steam humidifier and an air water spray. Baffling arrangements 
permit three methods of air circulation and variable recirculation, 
The temperature and relative humidity in the dryer are regulated 
by a Foxboro wet and dry bulb humidity controller of the porous sleeve 
type. The controller is air-operated employing dual controls; one 
control system governs the dry bulb temperature; and the other, the 
wet bulb temperature. 
Air is circulated through the dryer by a #3LLD Buffalo Fan 
driven by a one and a half horsepower Diehl motor connected through a 
variable speed drive. The arrangement permits fan speeds of 27U to 
1096 rpnu 
Mounted on top of the dryer is a Toledo scale equipped with a 
hook which is suspended in the drying compartment* The scale is 
furnished with one ten pound blank beam, two ten pound beams with one 
ounce gradations, and a five pound chart with one one hundredth of a 
pound calibrations. This arrangement permits the use of one beam to 
balance the tare weight while the other beams and the chart are used 
to measure the sample weights directly. 
A tray 20.5 x 20.5 x 3 inches constructed out of one quarter 
inch galvanized screen was used as the drying tray. The edges of the 
pan were covered by sheet metal to eliminate end effects; and the air 
was forced vertically upward through the tray. The tray was suspended 
by sash chains from the scale hook in the diying compartment. 
Other equipment used in the work included an analytical 
balance, open air electric furnaces, and the usual laboratory equip 
ment, 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The fibers used in the investigations were processed as described 
in the appendix. To insure uniformity of the samples all studies on 
each type of fiber were made on specimens from the same processing. 
The experimental work necessary to obtain equilibrium moisture 
data was performed first. For every run four samples of each type of 
fiber were prepared by securing them with a short piece of stainless 
chrome wire. Two of these samples were placed in an open-air electric 
oven and dried at least six hours at 230° F. to bring the moisture 
content below the equilibrium value for the conditions of the run. The 
other two samples were placed in tap water and allowed to stand at 
least six hours to completely saturate the fiber. 
The Proctor-Schwartz Dryer was used as a constant atmosphere 
bath. The temperature and relative humidity for the run were 
established with complete recirculation of the air at a low air velocity. 
The four samples were then suspended in the air stream and allowed to 
remain at least twenty-four hours. Test runs proved twenty-four hours 
to be sufficient time to insure equilibrium between the samples and the 
air. 
After twenty-four hours the samples were moved quickly to 
numbered 2f>0 ml. Erlenmeyer flasks, which were then tightly closed 
with rubber stoppers. The flasks containing the samples were weighed 
on an analytical balance. The samples were then removed from the 
flasks and placed in the open-air electric oven. The samples were 
dried over night at 230 F. which brought them to a bone dry or zero 
moisture content condition. Tests proved that after drying 
overnight the sample had reached a constant weight. 
Next, each sample was replaced in its original flask and 
reweighed on the analytical balance. The sample was then discarded 
and the flask, stopper and wire that bound the sample were weighed 
to determine the tare weight. These three weights give sufficient 
information to permit the calculation of the moisture content. 
The rate of drying studies were made last. The fibers for a 
run were placed in a water bath and kept submerged from three to four 
hours. They were then transferred manually to the drying basket and 
allowed to drain until all loose moisture was lost. The fibers were 
placed evenly in the basket to a depth of approximately one inch, 
The controls of the dryer were set to give the desired value 
of temperature, relative humidity, and air velocity. The dryer was 
allowed to run until the chosen conditions were reached on automatic 
control. With the drying conditions in the dryer thus equilibrated 
the fan was stopped long enough to allow the basket containing the 
fibers to be suspended in the drying compartment. The fan was then 
started again and in a few minutes the "steady state" which had been 
destroyed by opening the dryer was reached again. 
With the drying conditions thus established, the fan was 
stopped momentarily and the weight of the wet fiber recorded. The 
procedure was repeated at recorded time intervals until the fiber and 
moisture in the basket reached a constant weight. These data were 
sufficient for the calculation of the instantaneous drying rate and 
with the equilibrium moisture data permitted the calculation of the 
free moisture content. 
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The air velocity in the dryer was measured with a velometer. 
Since the velocity varied across the face of the basket the value given 
is a mean. The mean is the sum of the velocity-area product of four 
sections of the basket divided by the total area of the basket. The 
basket was considered four section? and the velocity at each section 
was measured. 
The portion of cellulose that is insoluble in a 17.5$ concen-
tration of sodium hydroxide at 20° C. is known as alpha cellulose. 
Determination of the alpha cellulose content is a convenient method 
of assessing the purity of a sample. Representative samples of the 
four types of fiber were analyzed according to the method outlined by 
ott (U). 
A moisture analysis was made on several specimens of fiber 
from drying samples after they had reached a constant weight. This 
served as a check on how close the drying sample had approached 
equilibrium. 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Drying is the term generally used to indicate the removal of 
relatively small amounts of water from solid or nearly solid material. 
In most cases drying involves the removal of water at temperatures 
below its boiling point and is accomplished by circulating air or 
some other gas to carry away the water vapor (5). 
Dryer design involves two separate yet dependent considerations. 
First, the moisture must be brought to the surface of the stock to be 
dried and at this point evaporated. Second, the drying medium must be 
brought into contact with the stock under proper conditions. The first 
consideration is more commonly associated with drying theory; and the 
second, while a function of the first, involves largely the principles 
of fluid and heat transfer. 1+ is the former that is to be reviewed 
here. 
It is a well established fact that when any material is exposed 
to a constant atmosphere there will be an interchange of moisture 
between the two until a final value is reached which is unchanged by 
further exposure. This condition represents equilibrium between the 
material and the atmosphere; and the moisture present is known as the 
equilibrium moisture. This equilibrium moisture is dependent upon the 
temperature and relative humidity of the ambient atmosphere. Experi-
ments have shown that in some cases it is also dependent upon the 
history of the material. The importance of equilibrium moisture to 
drying considerations can be seen since it represents the degree to 
which a substance can be dried in a given atmosphere. 
By analogy with other physical phenomena it is logical that the 
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rate of approach to equilibrium conditions would be a function of the 
displacement from equilibrium. This leads to the distinction of the 
free moisture content or the votal moisture present minus the 
equilibrium moisture. This free moisture is the amount of water that 
can ultimately be removed by the given drying conditions. 
If, when the material to be dried is first exposed to the dry-
ing atmosphere, the surface is completely wet with water, the drying 
process is similar to the evaporation of water from a free liquid 
surface (5>). As long as the surface remains wholly wet, the rate of 
evaporation is not a function of the water content of the stock; and 
under constant drying conditions the rate of drying is constant. This 
period is called the "constant rate" period. After reaching a certain 
moisture content the rate of drying begins to decrease; and the 
so-called "falling rate" period has begun. The moisture content at 
which the change from a constant to a falling rate occurs is known as 
the critical moisture content. 
Experimental evidence indicates that during the "constant rate" 
period liquid moisture is diffusing to the surface of the solid at a 
rate equal to that of the evaporation from the surface (£). If the 
drying occurs adiabatically, the equilibrium temperature reached by the 
solid approaches the wet bulb temperature of the drying air. when heat 
is supplied directly to the stock by conduction from adjoining dry 
surfaces of the solid or by radiation from the surroundings, then the 
surface temperature is higher than the wet bulb temperature, and the 
rate of drying is increased. An initial adjustment period usually 
exists during which the wet material comes to the equilibrium tempera-
12 
ture which is to prevail in the constant rate period. 
During the constant rate period the rate of drying as pounds 
per hour from a wet surface of A square feet, may be expressed 
approximately by the equation (6) 
2 = KA(HS - Ha) 
where Ha is the absolute humidity of the air, Hs is the saturated 
humidity at the temperature of the surface of the stock (both expressed 
as pounds of water per pound of bone-dry air) and K is a constant. 
The constant K is a function of the air velocity, angle of incidence 
of the air to the solid, and ether variables that affect the film 
resistance to heat and mass transfer. 
The nature of the drying mechanism during the falling rate 
period is not as definite as for the constant rate period. In general 
the process is divisible into two secondary periods, which from the 
mechanisms of drying prevailing in each may be called the "zone of 
unsaturated surface drying" and the "zone where internal liquid 
diffusion controls" (6). 
The former period follows immediately after the critical point; 
the decrease in the rate of drying in this zone is due to the decrease 
in the wetted surface of the material. The mechanism of the drying is 
essentially the same as for the constant rate period; but dry portions 
of the solid protrude into the air film, so that the rate of evapora-
tion per unit of total surface is reduced. 
The maximum rate of diffusion of water to the surface decreases 
with the water content of the material (7). so that a second critical 
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point is reached beyond which the resistance to internal liquid 
diffusion is greater than the surface resistance to vapor removal, 
During this period the rate of internal liquid diffusion controls the 
rate of drying. Also during this period air velocity has no influence 
on the rate of drying; and air humidity is of importance only so far as 
it affects the equilibrium water content. 
For the entire falling rate period the drying rate can be 
expressed 
a-?<*? 
where F is the free moisture content. The function the drying rate is 
of the free moisture content is different for each material and drying 
condition and must be determined experimentally, 
Ill 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The equilibrium moisture data for the fibers is given in 
Figures 1-U. The data is presented in the conventional form of per cent 
equilibrium moisture on a dry basis as a function of the relative 
humidity. The general shape of the curves is similar to those found in 
the literature for other textiles. The decorticated and degummed ramie 
fibers exhibit a hysteresis effect; the effect being more pronounced at 
low temperatures and high humidities. 
The study showed that the equilibrium moisture content of the 
decorticated ramie is much higher (usually 60$ or more) than that of 
the degummed ramie. This would be expected due to the presence of the 
water soluble materials in the raw fiber. The dense, unopened, degummed 
fibers have a higher value of equilibrium moisture than the opened 
ramie. The undegummed cotton has a slightly higher value of equilibrium 
moisture than the opened, degummed ramie. 
The drying characteristics of the decorticated and degummed 
ramie fibers are given is Figures 5-19. Figures 5-16 give the rate of 
drying of the two types of fibers in various atmospheres as a function 
of the free moisture content. Figures 17-19 show the effect of air 
velocity on the drying rate at a fixed temperature and relative humidity. 
An examination of the drying curves shows the typical "falling-
rate" and "constant rate" periods. The decorticated fiber has a 
critical moisture content that ranges from 115-125$ total moisture and 
the degummed fiber has a critical moisture content in the limits of 
75-85$. Figures 17-19 illustrate that internal diffusion is not a 
controlling factor in drying either the decorticated or degummed fibers 
as the air velocity affects the drying rate throughout the 
"falling-rateM period. 
The data presented by no means covers all the possible drying 
conditions. Proper utilzation of it will, however, permit one to make 
an economical choice or design of a dryer for ramie fibers. 
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APPENDIX 
PREPARATION OF FIBERS 
37 
Professor J. L. Taylor, of the Textile Engineering Department, 
processed and supplied all the fibers studied. 
The cotton studied was middling grade of one inch staple. It 
was in the physical state known as a card sliver. This means it had 
been processed through the picker and card which mechanically cleaned 
it and removed part of the short fibers. It analyzed to give an alpha 
cellulose content of 96.68$. 
The decorticated ramie was Haitian ramie which had been decorti-
cated and washed. It analyzed 90*6£$ alpha cellulose. 
The degummed garnetted ramie was Floridian ramie that had been 
thoroughly degummed and washed. The samples were passed twice through 
the garnett card to open the fibers. This opened ramie analyzed 
96*91% alpha cellulose. 
The degummed, unopened ramie was Haitian ramie that had been 
degummed similarly to the opened ramie* It analyzed 96*70$ alpha 
cellulose• 
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
Equilibrium moisture calculations for Sample 1, Run 9E is as 
follows: 
Wet weight (sample and tare at equilibrium) 
Dry weight (sample and tare bone dry) 
Weight water present at equilibrium 
Dry 1 weight 
Tare weight 
Bone dry fiber in sample ! 
Equilibrium moisture _ .hSh3 gms. 
gms. 
= .1135 gms./gm. 
= 11.35$ dry basis 
= 98.8635 gms. 
= 98.1|092 gms. 
= .k5U2 gms. 
= 98.U092 gms. 
= 9ii. 1*095 gms. 
3.9997 gms. 
' 
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The instantaneous drying rate of the fiber was arrived at as 
follows. From the weight-time data of the run values of dw/l© 
(lbs./min.) were tabulated. These values were plotted as the ordinate 
against £&Q as the abscissa. An example is given in Figure 20* 
«£ £ 0 mins. 
Plot of Incremental drying rates vs. time. 
Figure 20. 
It is evident that the area in each block is AW or in all blocks 
£ U W or W, the weight of water removed. If dw/d© had been plotted 
against£«© or © the area under the curve would also be §* It follows, 
therefore, that if a smooth curve is drawn through the plot of 
A W/ft© VS ifl© that at any time © the smooth curve represents the 
instantaneous rate dw/d©. It is obvious that this is a method of 
approximation and is exact only in the limit asd© goes to zero. For 
the purpose of analyzing this data the method is sufficient. An 
Uo 
hx 
illustration of this analysis is given in Figure 21. 
To determine the free moisture content as a function of time it 
was assumed that when the drying sample had reached a constant total 
weight that equilibrium existed between the sample and the drying 
atmosphere. That this is not always true was shown by experiment. 
H0wever, in spite of the error involved, the assumption is justifiable. 
Knowing the final total weight of the sample and the percent 
equilibrium moisture for the drying conditions, it is possible to 
calculate the weight of the dry sample. The difference between the 
total weight at any instant and the weight of dry fiber represents the 
amount of water present. Then the ratio of the weight of water to 
the weight of dry fiber is the total moisture content. The free 
moisture is this value of total moisture less the value of the equili-
brium moisture. 
For Run 2l\D, shown in Figure 21, the final total weight equals 
2.6£ lbs. and the equilibrium moisture is U.8°## 
Dry Fiber = 1 J ^ | = 2.£3 lbs. 
At forty minutes the total weight was 5*k2 lbs. so the weight 
of water present was 2.89 lbs. The total moisture content at this 
time was l.Oli lbs./lb. or 101$. The free moisture equals 10U minus 
U.89 equals 99«H$. This calculation was made for each recording of 
data. 
Ml 
Table I 
Run 9E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 11*0° Tw = 135° F. RH = Qj% 
•it- Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 98*8635 98.1*092 9k.k095 .1135 
2 RRD 100.211*0 99-khX2 92.5008 .1113 
3 DRD 96.7085 96.5101 93.9616 .0778 
k DRD 95.0300 9k*7275 90.7180 .0756 
5 CD 96.1221 96.0106 9l*.3729 .0682 
6 CD 87.2899 87.1901 85.6908 .0667 
7 GRD 103.1*902 103.1*657 102.9601 .01*81* 
8 GRD 109.1*629 i03.ld.ll* 108.051*0 .0380 
9 RRW 99.6318 99.1700 95.3109 .1190 
10 RRW 99.639k 99.1683 9^.1^33 .1173 
11 DRW 89.1889 88.8722 85.2696 .0863 
12 DRW 10U.5171 10U.1670 99.8101* .0803 
13 Cf 96.i0.67 96.2800 9U.1202 .0633 
11* CW 97.01*11* 96.8957 9i*.6537 .061*9 
15 GRW 101.0960 101.5006 99.3298 .0512 
16 GRW 92.2175 92.1136 90.0113 .01*95 
* RRD - Decorticated ramie dry. 
DRD - Degummed ramie dry. 
CD - Cotton dry, 
GRD - Garnetted ramie » dry. 
RRW - Decorticated ramie wet. 
DRW - Degummed ramie wet. 
CW - Cotton wet. 
GRW - Garnetted ramie 1 wet. 
1*3 
Table II 
Run 10E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 11*0° F. Twr = 127° F. RH = 70$ 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 99.1*060 99.01*20 9l*.3710 .0779 
2 RRD 97.8722 97.5061 92.5821* m07kh 
3 DRD 100,6780 100.35W* 9U.06S3 .0515 
ii DRD 100.9880 100.5052 90.7697 .OU87 
5 CD 95.21*79 95.2120 9U.3016 .0395 
6 CE 87.211*1* 87.1602 85.81*22 .OI4I2 
7 GRD 103.9210 103.8839 102.8795 .0370 
8 GRD 109.11U3 109.0695 108.0000 .0391 
9 RRW 98.5711 98.3231 95.2251* .0803 
10 RRW 99.5920 99.2370 9i*.028l .081*3 
11 DRW 88.8100 88.6217 85.1215 .0538 
12 DRW 102.1£86 102.3181 99.7050 .0538 
13 CW 95.6801 95.611*7 9l*.013l* .01*07 
11* CW 96.1039 96.0306 9l*.l*0l6 .01*50 
15 GRW 100,1797 100.1312 98.9920 .01*26 
16 GRW 90.6950 90.0550 89.71*77 .01*89 
hk 
Table III 
Run HE, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 119° F. RH = $3% 
Sample Wet Weight 
1 RRD 101.7017 
2 RRD 99.1516 
3 DRD 98.0600 
h DRD 92.71*30 
5 CD 95.6682 
6 CD 87.071*6 
7 GRD 105.6052 
8 GRD 109.2615 
9 RRW 99.3101* 
10 RRf 99.5838 
11 DRW 90.01*22 
12 DRW 103.0581 
13 CW 95.61*95 
lit OH 96.1800 
15 GRW 100.261*0 
16 GRW 91.1185 
Equilibrium 
Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
101.3091 9k.7580 .0582 
99.0868 92.6096 .0561* 
97.9085 9li.l360 .01*02 
92.6610 90.6208 .01*02 
95.6201* 9k.3080 .0365 
87.0205 85.6777 .01*03 
105.5125 102.861*0 .031*5 
109.2211 108.1335 .0373 
99.01*81 95.0881* .0661* 
99.2690 91*. 3869 .061*6 
89.8U30 85.31*78 .olOUi 
102.9230 99.8811* .Okkl 
95.5815 93.81*1*6 .0392 
96.1150 9l*.561*l* .01*18 
100.2169 98.9663 .0376 
91.0699 89.7678 .0377 
hS 
Table IV 
Run 12E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 112° F. RH = hX% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 101,7839 101.1*861* 9U.5826 .01*31 
2 RRD 98.1588 97.9170 92.6590 .01*58 
3 DRD 100.61*52 100.1*571* 9l*.13l6 .0297 
1* DRD 96.9932 96.8106 90.5925 .0291* 
5 CD 96.1791; 96.1319 9l*. 1*980 .0291 
6 CD 67-6U73 87.5930 85.8785 .0317 
7 GRD 103.851*9 103.8239 102.8523 .0319 
8 GRD 109.071*0 109.01*79 108.101*0 .0277 
9 RRW 103.6301* 103.236U 95.2001* .01*92 
10 RRW 99.7700 99.5102 9U.3206 .0502 
11 DRW 91.3101* 91.1088 85.2028 .031*1 
12 DEBIT lOit.3191 10l*.179l* 99.8760 .0325 
13 CW 95.5583 95.5111* 93.861*6 .0285 
Ik CW 96.1780 96.1270 9h. 1*0)41 .0296 
15 GRW 99.6311* 99.6120 98.9803 .0317 
16 GRW 90.7235 90.6955 89.7592 .0299 
1*6 
Table V 
Run 13E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 107° F. RH = lh% 
Sample Wet Weight 
1 RRD 10l*.6320 
2 RRD 97-9220 
3 DRD 98.8613 
1* DRD 95.1+11*3 
5 CD 95.181*9 
6 CD 87.01*20 
7 GRD 103.S0l# 
8 (3RD 109.0571* 
9 RRW 100.6176 
10 RRW 100.1*236 
11 DRW 93.U314C 
12 DRW 101*. 951*1 
13 CW 95.1*930 
11* CW 96.2571 
15 GRW 100.7255 
16 GRW 91.6836 
Equilibrium 
Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
101^.2773 9l+.6ll+l* .0367 
97.7307 92.6231 .0379 
98.7l4l3 93.91*71* .0251 
95.305U 90.6720 .0236 
95.1621* 9U. 214+0 .021*5 
87.0121 85.8596 .0267 
103.1*865 102.81*07 .0281 
109.0328 108.1375 .0275 
100.3865 95.0851 .01*36 
100.1721* 9h.3665 .01*32 
93.211*1* 85.211*3 .0271* 
101*. 8190 99.7605 .0268 
95.1525 93.8552 .0255 
96.2128 9l*.61*13 .0271 
100.6700 98.9920 .0331 
91.6321* 89.7573 .0273 
kl 
Table VI 
Run lltE, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 170° -F. Tw = 165° F. RH = $9% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RED 100.6615 100.1190 9U.3785 .09i*U 
2 RRD 98.1060 97.67U6 92.7763 • 0883 
3 DRD 98.5850 98.3251 9U.1623 .0622 
h DRD 9^.W3 95.U830 90.7320 .0582 
5 CD 95,6375 95.5852 9k. 1*302 .01*53 
6 CD 86.1*000 86.361*3 85.5959 .0^78 
7 GRD 105.1U03 105.0377 102.8602 .Ol472 
8 GRD 110.0882 110.0105 108.1871 .0^26 
9 RRW 101.6120 101.0603 95.057U .0920 
10 RRW 10QL.96UU 101.3257 9U.6838 .0960 
11 DRW 90.01*65 89.71*90 85.1871* .0652 
12 DRW 1014.1238 103.8652 99.8097 .0638 
13 CW 96.9272 96.7983 9U.0020 .01*62 
Ik CW 96.3320 96.2680 9U.5178 .0366 
15 GRW 102.2381* 102*1057 99.3601* .01*81 
16 GRW 91.5857 91.5071* 89.7633 .014*9 
1*8 
Table VII 
Run 15E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 170° F. Tw = 155° F. RH = 69% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 99.7258 99.3977 9U.330U .061*9 
2 RRD 99.1*038 98.9987 92.U767 .0622 
3 DRD 102.1*380 102.091*0 93.9610 .01*21* 
k DRD 91*. 1*389 91*. 2726 90.1*701* .01*38 
5 CD 95.6215 95.5718 91*. 3576 .01*09 
6 CD 86.8328 86^7895 85.7208 .01*06 
7 GRD 105.0701 101*. 9960 102.91*62 .0361 
8 GRD 110.1902 110.1110 108.0585 .0386 
9 RRW 102.1*1*32 101.9700 95.0018 .0678 
10 RRW 100.1*060 100.0381* 91*. U295 .0655 
11 DRW 89.5861 89.3957 85.2132 .01*56 
12 DRW 103.5680 103.391*0 99.5785 .01*56 
13 CW 95.271*7 95.2168 93.7888 .01*06 
Ik CW 95.851*6 95.7971* 91*. 39U9 .01*07 
15 GRW 101.981*3 101.8880 99.1613 .0351* 
16 GRW 92.7232 92.6258 89.851*5 .0352 
1*9 
Table VIII 
Run 16E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 170° F. Tw = 11*7.5° F. RH = %% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 100.1623 100.1131 91*. 3850 .0593 
2 RRD 99.6067 99*2325 92.5263 .0559 
3 DRD 98.1*886 98.3272 93.91*21 .0369 
1* DRD 9l*.690l* 9U.5U80 90.1*720 .0350 
5 CD 95.35U5 95.3170 91*. 2365 .031*8 
6 CD 86.61*25 86.607U 85.6553 .0368 
7 GRD 101*. 1*71*7 101*. 1*280 102.8965 .0305 
8 GRD 109.5950 109.5521* 108.1320 .0300 
9 RRW 101.61*58 101.3070 95.2827 .0562 
10 RRW 101.6537 101.2752 9l*.6698 .0573 
11 DRW 91.9787 91.7258 85.2350 .0395 
12 DRW 10U.8020 10U.5995 99.6110 .01*05 
13 CW 95.7866 95.721*0 91*. 1096 .0387 
111 CW 95.9591 95.9051 91*. 1*720 .0367 
15 GRW 100.5335 100.1*800 98.8995 .0361 
16 GRW 92.1*951 92.1*21*1 90.0920 .0305 
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Table IX 
Run 17E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 170° F. Tw = 139° F. RH = hh% 
Sample Wet Weight 
1 RRD 98,1*770 
2 RRD 98.1959 
3 DRD 99.1*71*5 
1* DRD 9l*.5272 
5 CD 95.9036 
6 CD 87.0997 
7 GRD 105,0235 
8 GRD 109.9550 
9 RRW 102.8116 
10 RRW 99.9833 
11 DRW 90.0700 
12 DRW 105.8117 
13 CW 95.5U81* 
11* CW 96.2i*3l* 
15 GRW 101.9568 
16 GRW 92.3761* 
Equilibrium 
Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
98.3212 9U.6583 .01*26 
97.9656 92.5715 .01*27 
99.3283 9l*.0l*53 .0277 
91*. 14337 90.1*900 .0263 
95.8631* 91*. 2781 .0251* 
87.0660 85.6711* .021*1 
101*. 9792 103.071*2 .0233 
109.9226 108.2828 .0198 
102.1*805 95.2359 .01*57 
99.7610 9l*.57l*l* .0i*28 
89.91*56 85.1*739 .0278 
105.61*05 99.8665 .0296 
95.5115 93.9711* .021*0 
96.2071* 91*. 51*01* .0211* 
101.9059 99.3301* .0197 
92.3277 S9.d36S .0196 
Table X 
Run 18E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 170° F. Tw = 163° I. RH * 81$ 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Diy Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 100.81*91* 100.3703 9h.$$0h .0822 
2 RRD 101.9061* 101.2300 92.6820 .0793 
3 DRD 99.5835 99.2956 9i*.oiao .051*7 
1* DRD 9U.631U 9li.la88 90.5893 .0556 
5 CD 96.0132 9$.9k03 91*. 1*760 .01*97 
6 CD 87.0790 87.0100 85.7220 .0536 
7 GRD 10l*.60l*0 lOli.5393 103.0657 .01*39 
8 GRD 109.51*1*5 . 109.1*905 108.1882 .oia6 
9 RRW 101.14699 100,9805 95.1093 .081*2 
10 RRW 101,6271* 101.0650 9l*.la23 .081*2 
1 1 DRW 89.2225 88.9861 85.1337 .0611* 
12 DRW 102.981A 102.8095 99.7123 . 0 5 6 5 
13 CW 95.3739 95.301*5 93.8668 .01*81* 
ll* CW 96.0338 95.9565 91*. 3750 .01*89 
15 om 101.1*391* 101.3396 99.1191* .01*50 
16 GHW 92.21*02 92.1250 89.8335 . 0 5 0 3 
Table XI 
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Run 20E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 200° F. Tw = 189° F. • RH = 79$ 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 103.151*5 102,6266 9l*.7l*55 .0671 
2 RRD 100.6000 100.1191 92.5550 .0637 
3 DRD 101.1161 100.8323 91*. 0286 .01*17 
k DRD 99.1769 98.81*73 90.7039 .01*05 
5 CD 95.9937 95.9285 9l*.305h .01*02 
6 CD 87.1977 87.1370 85.6581* .olp.1 
7 GRD 105.701*9 105.6310 103.0253 .0281* 
8 GRD 110.1*701* 110.3918 108.1337 .031*9 
9 RRW 100.9275 100.5770 95.0889 .0639 
10 RRW 100.3153 99.99$9 9l*.5580 .0600 
11 DRW 90.7310 90.5082 85.3226 .01*30 
12 DRW 10U.8337 102+.6319 99.8776 .01*22 
13 CW 9^.69^2 95.6208 93.71U*5 .0397 
111 CW 96.0210 95.9588 91*. 3915 .0397 
15 GRW 101.0010 100.9297 98.966k .0363 
16 GRW 93.8792 93.7632 90.01*00 .0312 
S3 
Table XII 
Run 21E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 200° F. Tw = 178° F. RH ~ 6l£ 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 100.1360 99.81U8 9lu5l66 • 0607 
2 RRD 96.5566 93.3U05 92.1*771 .0560 
3 DRD 98.1*900 98.3356 9U.1920 .0371* 
h DRD 98.7090 98. 1*11*5 90.7160 .038h 
5 CD 95.7807 95.7376 9U.2813 .0296 
6 CD 86.9600 86.9289 85.7835 .0273 
7 GRD 105*2250 105.1631 102.8010 .0262 
8 GRD 110.3222 110.2702 108.121*8 .021*3 
9 RKW 101.2821 100.9181* 9U.9590 .0610 
10 RRW 100.0965 99.7818 9U.3762 .0583 
11 DEW 91.1260 90.8832 85.2581* .01*32 
12 DRW 105.UU92 105.2261 99.571*9 .0395 
13 CW 95-7336 95.681*7 93.8591* .0268 
xl* cw 9S.9S3S 95.8950 9U.28UO .0301 
15 GRW 101.3935 101.3258 99.1060 .0305 
16 GRW 92.6805 92.6010 89.9020 .0295 
5U 
Table XIII 
Run 22E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 200° F. Tw m 1%° F. RH = $$% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 99.8551 99.6090 9U.W97 .01*80 
2 RRD 98.36UO 98.1230 92.6021* .01*37 
3 DRD 100.201*0 100.0U57 9U.1572 .0269 
k DRD 9h.h921 9U-381U 90.5678 .0292 
5 CD 95.U230 95.3930 9U.2550 .0261* 
6 CD 86.71*80 86.7206 85.6955 .0267 
7 GRD 105.01*50 105.0050 103.1082 .0211 
8 GRD 110.0085 109.9680 108.1861 .0227 
9 RRW 100.9li20 100.6731 95.0920 .Okie 
10 RRW 100.U73O 100.1915 9lw3U97 .01*81 
1 1 DEW 91.7025 91.5170 85.1233 .0290 
12 DRW ioa.7120 10l*.5681* 99.5922 .0286 
1 3 CW 95.7611 95.7311 9U.0102 .0173 
1U OT 95.8962 95.8691 91*. 1*375 .0187 
1 5 GROT 101.2630 101.2151 99.01*29 .0221 
16 GRW 92.1055 92.051*6 89.851*7 .0232 
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Table XIV 
Run 23E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 200° F. Tw = 158° F. RH = 31% 
Sample Wet Weight 
1 RRD 100.68U* 
2 RRD 99.01*27 
3 DRD 101.9333 
1* DRD 95.8263 
5 CD 95.1*587 
6 CD 86.7106 
7 GRD 10^.^113 
8 GRD 110.9726 
9 RRW 101.0072 
10 RRW 98.7276 
11 DRW 89.1*336 
12 DRW 103.0711; 
13 CW 95.1*097 
Ik CW 95.8039 
15 GRW 101.7337 
16 GRW 92.9156 
Equilibrium 
Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
100.5035 9U.3612 .0295 
98.8618 92.1*938 .0281* 
101.7860 91*. 1309 .0193 
95.7325 90.6156 .0183 
95.1*360 9k.3U22 .0209 
86.6961 85.781*3 .0159 
105.Ii.729 102.9007 .0150 
110.9381 108.2670 .0129 
100.8330 95*1825 .0308 
98.5971* 91*. 3881 .0310 
89.31*70 85.1781 .0208 
103.001U 99.5666 .0201* 
9^.3^39 93.8005 .0163 
95.7830 91*. h628 .0158 
101.7032 99*281*0 .0126 
92.9063 89.8215 .0128 
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Table XV 
Run 2ijE, Equilibrium Studies 
1 
T = 200° F. Tw = 196° F. RH = 92% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 100.^882 100.1017 9ll.5076 .0870 
2 RRD 98.2960 97.8695 92.5913 .0810 
3 DRD 98.1811 98.2317 93.9121* .0572 
h DRD 96.2053 Broken ——_ 
5 CD 10U.1601 101.1032 102.8525 .OU55 
6 CD 109-17U7 109.1290 108.2000 .01*93 
7 GRD 96.696U 96.6370 9li.li997 .0278 
8 GRD 86.7972 86.75U3 85.6006 .0371 
9 RRVT 100.7031 100.2565 95.1792 .0880 
10 RRW 100.6137 100.1293 9lu UU70 .0852 
11 DRW 90.71*88 90.U13U 85.3li60 .O66I1 
12 DRW 106.1515 105.752U 99.7811 .0667 
13 our 95.5U21 95.^703 93.81*39 .0Mi3 
Ik CW 95.8790 95.82ia 9li.327l* .0386 
15 GRW 102.2790 102.1197 99.0855 .0525 
16 GRW 92.6069 92.5050 90.1981 .01*23 
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Table XVI 
Run 26E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 200° F. Tw = 1U3° F. RH = 2% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 102.1659 102.0271 9h.5850 .0187 
2 RRD 99.5950 99.1*630 92.6602 .0191 
3 DRD 97..3Wi6 97.3050 93.8791 .0115 
h DRD 96,1*666 96.U18U 91.9150 .0107 
5 CD 95.9715 95.9561 9h.227U .0089 
6 CD 87.2170 87.2050 85.6551 .0078 
7 CRD 105.75U9 105.7296 102.9760 .0092 
8 GRD 110,8222 110.8056 108.2523 .0065 
9 RKff 101.9050 101.7760 9S.3^S .0201 
10 RRDIT lOO.liTiiO 100.3638 9li.6050 .0192 
11 DR8? 91.1975 91.1220 85.2221 .0128 
12 DRW 10U.U576 10U.U015 99.6273 .0117 
13 (M 95.3986 98.38U8 93.8llj6 .0088 
ill cw 96.0117 96.0025 9h.3893 .006b 
15 GRW 101.1120 101.0995 99.1550 .0057 
16 GRWT 92.0351 92.0172 89.7^87 .0069 
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Table XVII 
Run 27E, Equilibrium Studies 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 100° F. RH = t% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry height Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 98.91UO 98.7770 91*. 1*788 .0319 
2 RRD 98.8U89 98.6^85 92.7037 .0319 
3 DRD 100.01*76 99.92U0 9i*.0698 .0211 
h DRD 98.6266 98.1*900 92.0261 .0212 
5 CD 95.31*71 95.3231 9iul5lO .0205 
6 CD 87.1252 87.0935 85.7696 .0239 
7 GRD 106,li360 106.3595 103.1851 .021*1 
8 GRD 110.5790 110.5300 108.3696 .0227 
9 BM 100.7971 100.6117 95.0298 •0331 
10 RRW 100.0521 99.8776 9l*.l*77l* .0325 
11 DRW 90.9260 90.7986 85.2508 .0230 
12 DRW 105,51*62 105.1.162 99.5925 .0223 
13 CW 96.5917 96.51*26 93*8708 .0181* 
lit CW 95.87UO 95.8379 9h.3120 .0237 
15 GHV7 IOI.38UU 101.3385 99.061*1* .0202 
16 GRW 92.21*76 92.2051 90.01*82 .01975 
Table XVIII 
Run 28E, Equilibrium Studies 
T o 170° F. Tw = 113° F. RH = 11% 
Equilibrium 
Sample Wet Weight Dry Weight Tare Weight Moisture 
1 RRD 100.0802 99.9710 9U.5935 .0222 
2 RRD 99.13**8 98.9950 92.61*20 .0220 
3 DRD 99.1*181 99.3500 93.9981* .0127 
k DRD 96.3252 96.2691* 91.91*00 .0129 
5 CD 95.9173 95.8937 9l*.2877 .011*7 
6 CD 87-1618 87.11*55 85.7030 .0113 
7 GRD 105.9513 105.9190 102.9961* .0111 
8 GRD 110.921*1 110.8935 108.2175 .0115 
9 RRW 100.e369 100.6080 95.0210 .01*10 
10 RRW 99.1*711* 99.3570 9k. 1*629 .0231* 
11 DRW 89.1*366 89.3715 85.0971* .0153 
12 DRW 102*7653 102.7205 99.6551 .011*6 
13 CW 95.7218 95.6988 93.921*1* .0129 
ll* cw 96-0315 96.0103 91*. 3180 .0125 
15 GRW 101.8719 101,8366 99.2222 .0131* 
16 GRW 92.8597 92.8262 89.9128 .0115 
60 
Table XIX 
Run ID, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 130° F. 
Air velocity = 230 ft./min. 
RH = 1% 
Time 
Mins. 
0 
10 
20 
30 
1*0 
51 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
11*0 
i5o 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
2l*0 
Total Weight 
lbs. 
5.70 
5.27 
1*.79 
h.3h 
92 
U3 
12 
8U 
60 
38 
2k 
1U 
Ok 
91 
93 
89 
1.85 
1.83 
,81 
.78 
.76 
.76 
.75 
1.73 
1.73 
dw/dO Free Moisture, % 
lb./hr.ft.2 lb, .H20/lb. fiber 
.891* 250 
.891* 223 
.891* 193 
.891* 161* 
.891* 138 
.871; 108 
.678 87.5 
.538 69.8 
.U32 51*. 8 
.337 1*0.9 
.257 32.1 
.206 25.8 
.15U 18.5 
.113 15.1 
.086 12.6 
.066 10.1 
.051 7.56 
.oia 6.30 
.029 5.05 
.021 3.15 
.010 1.90 
.006 1.90 
.001* 1.27 
0 
0 
0 
0 
61 
T = ll|0° F. 
Table XX 
Run 3D* Decorticated Ramie 
Tw = 108° F. 
Air velocity = 230 ft./min. 
Time 
Mins • 
0 
10 
20 
30 
Uo 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
IliO 
i5o 
160 
Total Weight 
l b s . 
6.50 
5.87 
5.17 
k.lS 
76 
09 
U8 
18 
95 
79 
1.68 
1.62 
1.57 
l.51i 
1.52 
1.51 
1.51 
RH « &% 
dW/dO Free Mois tu re ,$ l b s . 
l b . / h r . f t . 2 H^OxlOO/lb. f i b e r 
l . i | 2 M 
l . i | 2 300 
1.U2 253 
l . l i2 205 
1.1*2 155 
1.38 109 
.800 66.9 
.576 U6.1 
.395 30.2 
.257 19.2 
.165 11.6 
.103 7.U 
.066 li.6 
.0^1 1.9 
.021 .5 
0 0 
0 0 
62 
Table XXI 
Run UD, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 120° F. RH = $k% 
Air velocity = 230 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture,$ lbs. 
Mins. lbs. Ib./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 5.99 1.30 31*7 
10 5.36 1.30 299 
20 ii.69 1.30 21*8 
30 1*.07 1.30 201 
ho l.hl 1.30 151* 
50 zM 1.20 111 
60 2.37 .760 71.1* 
70 2.07 .500 50.1* 
80 1.88 .3U7 35.9 
90 1.71* .21*1 21*. 1* 
100 1.61* .169 20.7 
110 1.57 .123 12.1* 
120 1.53 .090 7.8 
130 1.1*9 .062 6.3 
11*0 1.1*6 .o\& i*.6 
150 1.1*1* .031 2.5 
160 1.1*3 .018 1.8 
170 1.1*2 .008 1.0 
180 1.1*1 0 0 
63 
Table XXII 
Run 5D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 1U0° F. Tw = 120° F 
Air velocity = 350 ft./min. 
RH = 5W 
Time Total Weight <W/dQ 
lb./hr.ft.2 
Free Moisture,$ lbs. 
Mins. lbs. H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 5.18 1.61 258 
10 U.1|0 1.61 203 
20 3.61 1.61 1U7 
30 2.95 1.33 101 
ho 2.1*3 .822 6U-U 
50 2.10 .M 1*1.1* 
60 1.89 .350 26.5 
70 1.75 .228 16.6 
80 1.66 .158 10.3 
90 1.60 .105 6.1 
100 1.56 .068 3.3 
110 1-514 .oia 1.9 
120 1.53 .021 1.2 
130 1.51 0 0 
Xl|0 1.51 0 0 
6i* 
Table XXIII 
Run 6D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 11+0° F. Tw = 108° F. RH = *£>% 
Air velocity = 350 ft./min, 
Time Total Weight dff/dQ Free Moisture,$ lbs. 
Fans. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 H2Gxl00/lb. fiber 
0 6.05 2.57 286 
10 ii.69 2.57 200 
20 3.1*0 2.57 118 
30 2.h8 1.00 55.7 
ko 2. Oh •576 27.3 
50 1.83 .313 13.7 
60 1.72 •181 6.7 
70 1,66 .103 2.8 
80 1.61* • 0h5 1.5 
90 1.63 • 021 .9 
100 1.62 0 0 
110 I'M 0 0 
65 
Run 7D, 
Table XXIV 
Decorticated Ramie 
T = IliO0 F. Twr = 130° F. RH = 1$% 
Air velocity a 350 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dQ 
lb./hr.ft.2 
Free Moisture, % lbs. 
Mins • lbs. H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 U-51 1.11 301 
5 li.2U 1.11 277 
15 3.70 1.11 228 
2$ 3.10 1.11 171 
35 2.60 1.11 117 
h$ 2.17 .766 88.8 
tt 1,87 .510* 61.2 
65 1,62 .370 38,6 
75 1.U7 • 236 2li.9 
85 1.37 •150 15.8 
95 1,30 .097 9.k 
105 1.26 • 062 5.8 
115 1.21* .037 3.8 
125 1.22 .021 2.1 
135 1.21 • 006 1.2 
115 1.20 0 0 
155 1.20 0 0 
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. Table XXV 
Run 8D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 1U0° F. Tw = 130° F. RH • = 75£ 
Air velocity = 500 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture ,% lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 5,W 1.81* 259 
10 iu6l 1.81* 202 • 
20 3.70 1.8U lliO 
30 2.99 1.1*1* 92.2 
1*0 2.16 .888 ^.6 
SO 2.09 .5k6 31.5 
60 1.86 .309 16.0 
70 1.77 .165 10.0 
80 1.71 .103 6.0 
90 1.66 .058 2.6 
100 1.61* .031 1.3 
110 1.63 .013 .6 
126 1.62 0 0 
136 1.62 0 0 
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Table XXVI 
Run 9D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 1U0° F. Tw = 120° F. RH = $h% 
Air velocity = £00 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture,# lbs. 
Ens, lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 5.08 2.12 320 
6 k.h$ 2.12 267 
13 3.7U 2.12 208 
23 2.70 2.12 120 
e 
2.02 1.11 63.1 
1.63 .61*0 31.3 
53 1.1|2 .308 12.7 
63 1.3U .119 6.0 
73 1.30 •0i*3 2.7 
83 1.28 • 010 .9 
93 1.27 0 0 
103 1.27 0 0 
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Table XXVII 
Run 10D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 108° F. 
Air velocity = 500 ft./min. 
RH = 3% 
Time 
Mins. 
0 
7 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
Uo 
50 
60 
70 
80 
Total Weight 
lbs. 
5-70 
1*.60 
33 
68 
12 
83 
61* 
h9 
UO 
38 
37 
1.37 
dW/dO Free Mois 
l b . / h r . f t . 2 H2C QclOO/ll 
3.21* 330 
3.2l* 251 
3.21* 150 
2.61* 100 
1.1*2 56.3 
1.01 35.1* 
.658 20.9 
.391 9.k 
.123 2.6 
.01*1 1.1 
0 0 
0 0 
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Table XXVIII 
Run 11D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 11*0° F. Tw m 130° F. RH = 75$ 
Air velocity = 230 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dQ Free Moisture,$ lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 6.91 .988 208 
10 6.U6 .988 188 
20 6.00 .988 167 
30 5.52 .988 i\S 
iiO 5.01 .988 122 
50 U.53 .988 100 
60 U.05 .988 78.1* 
70 3.63 .791 59.? 
80 3.26 .611 U2.U 
90 2.99 .U58 30.0 
100 2.81 .327 21.8 
110 2.68 .22l± lh.9 
120 2.59 .156 11.8 
130 2.51 .123 8.2 
liiO 2.h$ .103 $.$ 
150 2.39 .090 2.6 
160 2.35 .070 .9 
170 2.33 .oia .1 
180 2.32 0 0 
190 2.32 0 0 
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Table XXIX 
Run 12D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 1U0° F. Tw = 120° F. RH = $h$ 
Air velocity = 230 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dQ 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr 
0 7.39 1.28 
10 6.80 1.28 
20.5 6.15 1.28 
30.0 5.56 1.28 
ko h.90 1.28 
5o h.29 1.28 
60 3.72 l.Oh 
70 3.25 .772 
80 2.93 .536 
90 2.72 .378 
100 2.56 .257 
110 2.16 .161; 
120 2.1*0 • 103 
130 2.3U .062 
ll;0 2.32 .0I4I 
150 2.30 .023 
160 2.78 .001 
170 2.27 0 
180 2.27 0 
Free Moisture,$ lbs. 
HgCxlOO/lb. fiber 
236 
209 
179 
152 
127 
93.3 
67.0 
hS.l 
30.5 
20.8 
13.5 
8.1* 
6.1 
3.3 
2.1. 
1.5 
.6 
0 
0 
Table XXX 
T = 1U0° F. 
Air velocity- = 350 ft./rein 
Time Total Weight 
lbs. 
0 7.32 
10 6.h0 
20 £.1*8 
30 U.U8 
Uo 3.6h 
SO 3.02 
60 2.7U 
70 2.5U 
80 2.UU 
90 2.36 
100 2.33 
110 2.30 
120 2.29 
130 2.29 
Run liiD, De gummed Ramie 
Tw = 108° F . 
dW/d© 
lb./hr.ft.2 
.93 
,93 
,93 
,93 
Si 
.730 
.U52 
,288 
,196 
,172 
.055 
,021 
RH = 352 
Free Moisture,# lbs. 
H2Gxl00/lb, fiber 
225 
I8lt 
1U3 
98.2 
60.lt 
32.6 
20 
11 
6 
3 
2 
72 
Table XXXI 
Run 15D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 1U0° F. ftf = 120° F. RH = 51$ 
Air velocity- = 350 f t . /min . 
Time Total Weight $tf/dQ Free Moisture,$ l b s , 
Mins. l b s . l b . / h r . f t . 2 H2QxlOO/lb. f iber 
0 6.65 1.67 216 
10 5.81 1.67 173 
20 5.C1 1.67 137 
30 U.20 1.67 97.5 
ko 3.51 1.15 6U.5 
$0 3.0U .761 ia.7 
60 2.73 .522 26.7 
70 2.53 .329 17.1 
80 2.U0 .206 10.9 
90 2.3ii .123 8.0 
100 2.30 .093 6.1 
110 2.27 .072 h.l 
120 2.2U .058 3.2 
130 2.21 .Olil 1.7 
11*0 2.19 .026 1.0 
ISO 2.19 .021 1.0 
160 2.18 .016 .3 
180 2.17 0 0 
200 2.17 0 0 
210 2.17 0 0 
73 
Table XXXII 
Run 16D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 130° J% RH = 15% 
Air velocity = 35>0 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight 
Mins, lbs. 
0 6.02 
10.5 6.16 
20 5.63 
30 5.10 
1*0 U.52 
50 3.96 
60 3.ho 
70 3.01 
80 2.73 
90 2.51* 
100 2.la 
110 2.32 
120 2.27 
130 2.23 
12*0 2.22 
162 2.19 
187 2.17 
195 2.17 
dW/dO Free Moisture,# lbs. 
lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
1.19 226 
1.19 195 
1.19 168 
1.19 11*3 
1.19 112 
1.19 87.1 
.968 59.9 
.683 1*0.8 
.1*63 27.2 
.309 18.0 
.200 11.6 
.131* 7.2 
.093 1*.8 
.061* 2.9 
.01*3 2.1* 
.013 .9 
0 0 
0 0 
Ik 
Table XXXIII 
Run 18D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 1U0° F. Tw = 108° F. RH = ?$% 
Air velocity- = 500 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture,# lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr. ft.2 H20xl00/lb.fiber 
0 7.29 3.39 2U6 
$ 6.57 3.39 212 
11 5.S7 3.39 16k 
1U.75 k.9? 3.39 136 
20 U.11 3.39 fkft 
25 3.50 2.50 62.8 
30 2.81 1.10 31.2 
Uo WSk .5io 11.6 
50 2.20 . 1 » 2.5 
60 2.17 .027 1.0 
70 2.15 0 0 
80 2.15 0 o 
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Table XXXIV 
Run 19D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 1U0° F. Tw = 120° F. RH = 5h% 
Air velocity = 500 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight 
Mins. lbs. 
0 7.3U 
6 6.37 
15 lu97 
20 U.UO 
25 3.80 
35 3.16 
liS 2.8U 
55 2.69 
66 2.61* 
75 2.61 
85 2.59 
95 2.58 
105 2-58 
dW/dO Free Moisture,^ lbs. 
lb./hr.ft,2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
3.19 193 
3.19 I5h 
3.19 107 
2.13 66 
1.37 h9.3 
.678 23.U 
.370 io.5 
.196 l4.it 
.103 2.1* 
.016 1.2 
.016 .2 
0 0 
0 0 
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Table XXXV 
Run 20D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 11*0° F. Tw = 130° F. RH = 75$ 
Air velocity = 500 ft./rain. 
Time Total Weight dW/de r\ Free Moisture,# lbs 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr. ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 6.3k 1.98 175 
8 5.57 1.98 i i a 
16 U.80 1.98 106 
21* U.05 1.65 73.1* 
3k 3.23 .926 36.9 
1*1* 2.80 .521* 18.0 
$k 2.60 .288 9.1 
61* 2.50 .165 k*J 
71 2.1*5 .086 2.5 
81* 2.1*2 .oia 1.2 
9k 2.k0 .016 .3 
101* 2.39 0 0 
111* 2.39 0 0 
Table XXXVI 
Run 2! LD, Be gummed Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 132° F. 
Air velocity = 230 ft./ rain. 
Time Total Wei ght dW/d© 
Wins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 
0 6.51 1.85 
10 5.62 1.85 
20 lw72 1.85 
30 3.81 1.79 
ko 3.10 .966 
50 2.68 .590 
60 2.U9 .330 
70 2.38 .181 
80 2.32 .097 
90 2.28 .OiiS 
100 2.27 .021 
110 2.26 0 
120 2.26 0 
RH = 3$% 
Free Moisture,# lbs. 
H20xl00/lb. fiber 
193 
152 
112 
71 
33.$ 
19.0 
10. h 
5.U 
2.7 
.9 
.it 
0 
0 
78 
Table XTOTI 
Run 22D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 11*6° F. 
Air velocity- = 230 f t . /min . 
Time Total Weight dW/dQ 
Mins. l b s . l b . / h r . f t . 2 
0 8.21; 1.30 
10 7.60 1.30 
20 6.97 1.30 
30 6.3ii 1.30 
ko 5.68 1.30 
SO £•05 1.30 
60 h.\6 1.09 
70 3*96 .832 
80 3.62 .^96 
90 3.37 .hZ2 
100 3.22 .308 
110 3.07 .206 
120 2.98 .11*3 
130 2.93 .103 
1^0 2.88 .066 
150 2.85 .Oltf 
160 2.8U .027 
170 2.82 .016 
180 2.80 0 
190 2.80 0 
RH = $\4 
Free Moisture,# l b s . 
H20xl00/lb. f iber 
201 
177 
15U 
131 
106 
83.1 
60.9 
U3.7 
28.5 
19.8 
I lu5 
9.2 
6.0 
k.2 
2.5 
1.4 
1.0 
.3 
0 
0 
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Run 2l±D, 
T = 170° F. 
Air velocity = 350 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight 
Mins. lbs. 
0 7.81 
10 7.20 
21.3 6.5U 
30 6.0U 
ho 5.1*2 
50 U.86 
60 U.37 
70 3.89 
80 3. S3 
90 3.26 
100 3.08 
110 2.95 
120 2.85 
130 2.79 
1U0 2.71* 
l£0 2.70 
160 2.68 
170 2.66 
180 2.65 
190 2.65 
ible XXXVIII 
Degunraed Ramie 
Tw = 158° F. RH = 75$ 
dW/d© Free Moisture,# lbs. 
lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
1.19 203 
1.19 179 
1.19 153 
1.19 131* 
1.19 99 
1.19 87.1 
1.02 67.9 
.802 56.7 
.606 31.6 
.hbh 23.9 
.313 16.8 
.216 11.7 
.1U6 7.7 
.103 5.1* 
.061* 3.U 
.oia 1.8 
.021 1.0 
.006 .3 
0 0 
0 0 
80 
Table XXXIX 
Run 25D, De gummed Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 158° F. 
Air velocity = 230 ft./min 
Time Total Weight <M/d© r\ 
Mine. lbs. lb./hr.J rt.2 
0 5.70 .966 
10 5.21 .966 
20 a.73 .966 
Uo 3.79 .966 
50 3.33 .966 
60 2.9k .698 
70 2.67 .Ii93 
80 2. U6 .3\6 
90 2.32 .21*7 
100 2.22 .177 
110 2.11* .126 
120 2.10 .091 
130 2.05 .061 
lio 2.03 .oia 
160 1.98 .016 
180 1.97 0 
190 1.97 0 
RH = 15% 
Free Moisture, % lbs. 
H20xl00 lb. fiber 
198 
172 
121 
91.6 
72.2 
51.6 
37.1 
25.9 
18.5 
13.2 
8.9 
6.8 
li.2 
3.1 
.k 
0 
0 
Table XL 
Run 26D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 1U6° F. RH = $\x% 
Air velocity- = 3^0 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture, lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 6.50 1.73 265 
10 5.70 1.73 220 
20 k.n 1*73 167 
30 3.93 1.73 119 
iiO 3.13 1.73 7U.0 
50 2.51 .765 38.7 
60 2.21* .h9h 25.7 
70 2.06 .267 13.1 
80 1.96 .16U 7.5 
90 1.90 .092 U.08 
101 1.85 .01*1 1.3 
110 1.83 0 0 
120 1.83 0 0 
Table XLI 
Run 27D; , Degurnmed Ramie 
T = 170° f* Tw = 132° F. RH = 3% 
Air velocity- = 350 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture, lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.J rt.2 H2QxlOO/lb. fiber 
0 7.U7 3.35 211* 
8 6.18 3.35 155 
16 k*U 3*35 101* 
2U 3.76 1.93 57.2 
32 3.10 .905 33.3 
ho 2.77 .1*73 15.1 
50 2.58 • 233 7.0 
60 2.50 A3* 3.6 
70 2.1*8 .066 2.8 
80 2.UU .029 1.1 
90 2.1*3 .008 .7 
100 2.1*2 0 0 
110 2.1*2 0 0 
120 2.U2 0 0 
Table XLII 
Run 28D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 132° F. 
Air velocity = 500 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 
0 7.92 3.62 
5 7. Oli 3.62 
10 6.16 3.62 
15 5-27 3.62 
20 ii-51 3.62 
25 3.92 1.95 
30 3.50 1.35 
35 3.23 .89ii 
16 2.89 .U32 
55 2.73 .216 
65 2.66 .107 
75 2.62 .01*5 
85 2.60 .012 
95 2.59 0 
105 2.59 0 
115 2.59 0 
RH = yft 
Free Moisture, lbs. 
H20xl00/lb. fiber 
211 
176 
iia 
106 
75.9 
52.6 
36.0 
25.3 
11.9 
5.6 
2.96 
1.27 
.h9 
8k 
Table XLIII 
Run 29D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = lii6° F. 
Air veloci ty = 500 f t . /min . 
RH = 51$ 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture, lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 6.05 2.55 188 
5 5.U2 2.55 158 
10 ii.8l 2.55 129 
15 U-19 2.55 97 
25 3.21̂  1.68 52.8 
& 2.61 .658 22.2 
U5 2.35 .292 9.7 
51* 2.25 .165 U.85 
65 2.70 .066 2.1*2 
78 2.16 .Ola .h? 
8U 2.15 0 0 
95 2.15 0 0 
Table XLIV 
Run 30D, Degummed Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 158° F. RH = 75$ 
Air velocity = 500 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture, lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.: ft. 2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 7.06 2.08 175 
10 6,0U 2.08 135 
20 5.03 2.08 9h.6 
30 U.oo 1.33 $3.9 
Uo 3.55 .912 36.0 
So 3.18 .^$ 21.3 
60 2.97 • 3U6 13.0 
70 2.83 .206 7-1* 
80 2.77 .123 5.01; 
90 2.71 .068 3.66 
100 2.68 .oia 1.1*6 
110 2.67 .019 1.07 
125 2.65 .oou 0.27 
132 2.61; 0 0 
lkO 2.6U 0 0 
Table XLV 
Run 31D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 158° F. 
Air velocity = 500 ft./min. 
RH = 1% 
Time Total Weight dW/dQ Free Moisture, lbs. 
Mins. lbs. Ib./hr.ft.2 K2Qxl00/lb. fiber 
0 U.70 2.2U 175 
5 li.l5 2.2U 11*2 
10 3.61 2.2U 110 
15 3.D+ 1.60 81.0 
20 2.77 1.18 58.7 
30 2.27 .658 28.7 
& 2.01 .3k9 13.1 
50 1.8? .167 S.^ 
60 1.82i .076 2.87 
70 1.81 .016 1.07 
80 1.79 0 0 
90 1.79 0 0 
Table XLVI 
Run 32D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 1U6° F. RH = 51$ 
Air velocity- = 500 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dQ Free Moisture, lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr. ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 5.78 3.60 276 
5 li.92 3-60 219 
10 U.03 3.60 161 
15 3.26 3.09 100 
20 2.61 2.01 68.5 
25 2,25 1.38 U2.8 
35 1.82 .575 1U.U 
16 1.61 .123 0.58 
tt 1.60 0 0 
65 1.60 0 0 
Table XLVII 
Run 33D, Decorticated Ramie . 
Tw = 132° F. RH = ?>% 
• 500 ft./min. 
Total Weight dW/dQ Free Moisture, lbs. 
lbs. Ib./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
$.62 h.9k 287 
U. 38 h.9h 201 
3.22 h.9h 120 
2.hO 2.18 63.1 
1.95 1.03 31.9 
1.73 .617 16.6 
1.62 .350 9.0 
1.56 .206 k*B 
1.51 .093 l.ii 
1.50 .021 .7 
life 0 0 
1.U9 0 0 
• 
Run 35D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = Ilj60 F. 
Air velocity = 350 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/d© 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 
0 5.93 2.13 
5 5.33 2.U3 
10 k.7k 2.U3 
15 U.12 2.1x3 
20 3.56 2. U3 
25 3.05 1.83 
30 2.67 1.38 
35 2.38 1.03 
h5 2.01 .53U 
SS 1.82 .2U7 
65 1.72 .117 
75 1.68 .01*5 
85 1.65 .025 
9$ 1.6U .016 
io5 1.63 0 
115 1.63 0 
89 
Table XLVIII 
RH = Sh% 
Free Moisture- lbs. 
H20xl00/lb. fiber 
278 
239 
201 
161 
125 
91.3 
66.9 
U8.2 
2U.3 
12.0 
5.6 
3.0 
.90-
.1*7 
0 
0 
90 
Table XLIX 
Run 37D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 158° F. RH = 75$ 
Air velocity = 350 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/dO Free Moisture, lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 S.S3 1.61 375 
5 5.10 1.61 338 
10 14.69 1.61 302 
15 h.29 1.61 267 
20 3.90 1.61 233 
25 3.51 1.61 199 
30 3.13 1.61 167 
35 2.77 1.61 13h 
ho 2.M* 1.30 106 
U5 2.20 .9U5 82*.2 
% 1.82 . ^ 5i.o 
6$ 1.59 .339 31.0 
75 Ukk .216 17.9 
85 1.35 .lii5 10.0 
9^ 1.31 .086 6.6 
105 1.28 .058 3.9 
115 1.26 .025 2.2 
125 1.2U .006 .5 
135 1.23 0 0 
116 1.23 0 0 
Table L 
Run 36D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 170°F. Tw = 1U6° F. RH = $h% 
Air velocity = 230 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dw/d© Free Moisture, lbs. 
Mins. lbs. lb./hr.ft.2 H20xl00/lb. fiber 
0 S,tb 1.56 308 
5 U.80 1.56 213 
10 h.hZ 1.56 188 
15 U.oli 1.56 163 
20 3.65 1.56 137 
25 3.30 Ui2 113 
35 2.72 .906 7U.8 
\6 2.23 .576 U2.3 
tt 1.99 .350 26.U 
65 1.83 .212 15.8 
75 1.1k .1U8 9.9 
85 1.68 .076 S.9 
9S 1.6k .039 3.2 
105 1.62 .011 1.95 
115 1.59 0 0 
125 1.59 0 0 
Table LI 
Run 38D, Decorticated Ramie 
RH = 15% 
Free Moisture, l b s . 
K^OxlOO/lb. f ibe r 
336 
297 
257 
220 
177 
11*2 
l i l t 
90.0 
71.2 
63J4 
U3.9 
33-% 
26.0 
19.8 
15.9 
12.1 
9.7 
l.h 
5.8 
k.3 
2.0 
0 
0 
T = 170° F. Tw • 158° F. 
Air velocity- = 230 f t . /min . 
Time Table Weight dW/dO 
Mins. l b s . l b . / h r . f t . 2 
0 5.70 1.01 
10 5.20 1.01 
20 h.69 1.01 
30 U.21 1.01 
Uo 3.67 1.01 
50 3.20 1.01 
60 2.8)4 .71*0 
70 2.5U .616 
80 2.30 M3 
90 2.10 -359 
100 1.95 .287 
110 1.82 .218 
120 1.72 .170 
130 1.6k .127 
II4O 1.59 .095 
150 1.5h .07U 
160 1.51 .055 
170 1.1*8 .0U1 
180 1.U6 .033 
190 1M ..029 
210 1.1a .018 
230 1.38 0 
2U0 1.38 0 
98932 93 
Table LII 
Run 39D, Decorticated Ramie 
T = 170° F. Tw = 132° F. 
Air velocity = 230 ft./min. 
Time Total Weight dW/d© 
lb./br.ft.Z Mins. lbs. 
0 U.93 1.65 
5 U.53 1.65 
10 U.io 1.65 
15 3.72 1.65 
20 3.33 1.65 
25 2.98 1.65 
30 2.62 1.56 
Uo 2.07 .885 
50 1.79 .5$^ 
60 1.61 .329 
70 1.50 .226 
80 l.k2 .123 
90 1.37 .062 
100 1.3U .oia 
110 1.32 .023 
120 1.30 • 006 
130 1.29 0 
lis 1.29 0 
RH = 3% 
Free Moisture, lbs. 
H20xl00/lb. fiber 
291 
259 
22)| 
191* 
163 
135 
102 
62.3 
39.8 
25.U 
16.6 
10.2 
6.10 
3.70 
2.10 
.50 
0 
0 
